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The 78-year-old Classic-winning
trainer is not planning to retire
any time soon
Veterans’ Week, pages 6-7

Breeders’ Cup
heroine Tarnawa
returns at
Leopardstown
Preview, page 5
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Why is racing
being forgotten
in reopening?
Trainers and racecourses unite in frustration ove
restrictions on crowds as other Irish sports open
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DERMOT WELD and Jessica
Harrington have issued rallying
cries urging the Irish govern-
ment to allow bigger crowds
back on racecourses and fear
losing fans to other sports if it
does not happen quickly.

The government’s decision
to allow 40,000 into Croke Park
for the All-Ireland football and
hurling finals later this month,
and 24,000 for the hurling
semi-finals on Saturday and
Sunday, has many in racing
feeling left behind.

Irish race meetings, despite
being staged in an outdoor

environment, are allowed only
500 racegoer s under the
current restrictions and just
1,000 were permitted to attend
each day of last week’s Galway
summer festival, much to the
annoyance of the track’s chief
executive Michael Moloney
and tens of thousands of
Ballybrit regulars.

Weld was deeply frustrated
by the numbers allowed to
attend Galway and feels the
time has come to get people
back racing.

The trainer told the Racing
Post: “Crowds should be back
by now. I was very disap-
pointed with what happened at

Galway. They didn’t even get
close to the 5,000 people they
requested each day.

“They could have at least
allowed them to have 2,000 or
3,000 at a minimum. The
reason given was contact
tracing, but the one thing I
can’t understand is that there
are 2,500 seats at Galway, so
why weren’t they utilised?

“Racing is in an outdoor
environment and that’s very
important. And the other point
I would make is the way racing
h a s h a n d l e d t h e w h o l e
situation so far. How we have
handled the protocols has been
exemplary and we should use

By David Jennings that record to our advantage.
We need to put it on the record
how well we’ve done during
the whole thing.

“We need crowds back. We
need to get people back racing
and I just hope that happens in
the coming weeks.”

Harrington believes vaccine
certificates are the way forward
in allowing people back into
racecourses, as has been the
case with indoor hospitality in
Ireland since July 26.

She said: “If they’re allowing
fans into GAA matches, why
aren’t we allowed crowds back
on racecourses? Why can’t we
Continues page 8

Croke Park
40,000
fans allowed

Curragh
500 fans
allowed
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PADDYWALSH, chief executive of the
Association of Irish Racecourses, is
concerned by the snail’s pace of crowd
increases and admits he had expected
more movement in recent weeks.
Crowds are capped at 500 per race

meeting under the government’s
current restrictions and Walsh feels
the steps taken to get double that
number into Galway last week have
stalled.
Walsh told the Racing Post : “We

want to get people back racing as soon
as we can. Getting 1,000 into Galway
every day last week was at least a step
in the right direction, but I thought we
might have seen more movement
recently and it does seem to be slow at
the moment.
“Small steps have been taken and I

thought they would continue to take
us back to some sort of normality, but
those steps seem to have stopped
now.”
He added: “Our racecourses are

anxious to get crowds back and I’d like
to think we’ll see movement this
month. I acknowledge the govern-
ment have difficult decisions to make.
E v e r y d a y y o u s e e s ome o n e
comparing their own event with
something else that is allowed and
theirs isn’t, and I suppose it’s a similar
story with racing and GAA.”
The Curragh’s chief executive Pat

Keogh is planning for the second leg
of Irish Champions Weekend and he
describes the current situation as
“frustrating but complex” and “more
complicated thanmany understand”.
Keogh said: “It’s not as straightfor-

ward as some people think. We have

Racecourses chief wants ‘people
back racing as soon as we can’
By David Jennings

From front page
do it the way everyone else is and
allow vaccinated people to go racing
once they have their vaccine cert? If
they’re vaccinated, let them in.
“We’re being very cautious andwe’ll

lose our own fans if we don’t get
crowds back soon. It’s worrying. I was
at Naas the other day and they did an
absolutely brilliant job. There was
such a buzz around the place. It was
great.”
Noel Meade agreed that more

racegoers should be allowed to attend
on a day-to-day basis.
He said: “It’s hard to understand

how you couldn’t have at least 1,000 at
a meeting. I can’t get my head around
that, especially when you see the
numbers attending GAAmatches.”
When questioned on the issue,

Horse Racing Ireland’s chief executive
Brian Kavanagh said there will be
more engagement with the govern-
ment th is week in the hope of
increasing attendances, but he
stressed racing is in a different
position to GAA or soccer in that it is
not a “one-off” event.
Kavanagh said: “It was disap-

pointing that we were only able to
get 1,000 people to Galway [each day]
but that was out of our hands. Clearly
it went very well and there was
scope to have more people there.
We’ll now take it up again with the
government.
“I notice the GAA figures have

increased and the World Cup quali-
fiers were increased aswell.We’ll keep

pursuing it, but as I understand racing
was considered separately to other
sports. These big sports events are
one-offs whereas we have racing every
day of the week.”
He added: “We’ll engage again with

the government this week. At the
moment, we continue to be limited to
500 people per fixture. Obviously
that ’s not enough even for the
ordinary fixtures and there are a
number of fixtures where it is signifi-
cantly inadequate. We’ll try to push
that. The vaccine situation nationally
is encouraging, but all we can do is
continue to make the case.”
Asked about the possibility of using

vaccine certificates to get people back
racing, Kavanagh said: “We’re willing

Kavanagh to keep
pushing for bigger
crowds with vaccine
certificates mooted

to explore anything. If people are
allowed to go to restaurants with the
production of vaccine certs, certainly
we’ll be looking at a lot of the restau-
rants at racecourses and seeing
whether that would apply.
“Everyone accepts things won’t get

back to normal immediately but you’d
like to see it moving in the coming
weeks and I think there is a basis for
that to happen.”
On the potential for a significant

increase in attendance at Ir ish
Champ ions Weekend and the
Listowel Harvest Festival next month,
Kavanagh said: “We’ll certainly be
looking for some decent numbers [at
those events] and we’ll engage with
the government on that.”

got to be in a position where we can
contact trace.
“The absolute priority should be

that we don’t take any chances that
could close racing down. I would
absolutely love to see 5,000 people at
the Curragh for Irish Champions
Weekend but to get those numbers
you need indoor facilities and contact
tracing.
“Jennifer Pugh [senior medical

officer at the Irish Horseracing Regu-
latory Board] and the teams at the
IHRB and HRI have done a heroic job
in keeping racing going and we really
need to understand that.
“We have done really well to get this

far and I’d like to see a gradual
increase in crowds rather than a
wholesale reopening that could see a
problem happening and racing being
shut down.”

How racing crowds compare to other sports in Ireland
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A LONG week of mostly competitive
action at Galway led to plenty of hefty
hikes from the handicappers.
One of the biggest, and maybe the

most significant, went to the Emmet
Mullins-trained Crowns Major for his
premier handicap success on
Saturday. He goes up 18lb from a
mark of 76 at the start of the week to
94, and he could be good enough in
due course to run well in a stakes
race.
The only dual winner of the week

was Imposing Supreme, who goes
up 13lb to 82.
The biggest hike, as can often

happen, came from a low-grade horse
in a maiden. This time it was the
35-rated Ahaziah, a 12-length sixth of
16 in a maiden on Saturday, who has
been raised a whopping 24lb to 59.

Other rises of note include the 12lb
given to runaway Dermot Weld-
trained maiden winner Emilie Gray,
now rated 89. Handicap winners
Merroir and Plum Perfect go up 11lb
to marks of 88 and 69. Colm Quinn
BMWMile winner Sirjack Thomas
goes up 10lb to a mark of 100, while
Monday’s handicap winner Black Cat
Bobby was raised the same to 86.
Over at Goodwood, the most

significant performance by an Irish-
trained horse was that of Ottoman
Emperor, who landed the Gordon
Stakes and put himself very much in
line for a crack at the St Leger. He
goes up 7lb to a mark of 111.
There were no double-digit hikes

meted out by the jumps handicapper.
Galway Plate winner Royal
Rendezvous goes up 8lb to a chase
mark of 161, while Hurdle winner
Saldier goes up 7lb to a mark of 162.

JUSTIN O’HANLON’S ONES TO WATCH

Full Aux Rois
catches the
eye on debut
for Mullins

Crowns a major mover up 18lb

Mctigue
Trainer: Jim Bolger
Fourth, 7f two-year-old maiden,
Galway, July 26
The Galway festival dominates this
week’s column, beginning with the
normally informative two-year-old
maiden from the first evening which
looks sure to produce its share of
winners, including this Jim Bolger-
trained newcomer.
He was green throughout and never

really on the bridle, but he was always
in touch and despite racing
awkwardly he did his best work inside
the final furlong to be beaten just a
length and a half.
He is declared to run in a maiden at

Leopardstown this evening, when his
Galway run will have brought him on
considerably and the more
conventional track should be much
more suitable. He looks well capable
of winning a maiden.

Clongibbon Rose
Shark Hanlon
Tenth, 2m mares’ bumper, Galway,
July 28
There were probably more obvious
candidates from this bumper than
the Shark Hanlon-trained daughter
of Shantou, but she ran a better race
than her finishing position suggests.
She travelled nicely through the

race and was not far off the lead
coming down the hill, but she got a
bit unbalanced and was also
squeezed up before turning in. After
they straightened up, though, she
began to run on again and saw it
out well to be beaten a dozen
lengths.
She’s a nice filly with plenty of

improvement in her, and it would
not be a total shock if she was good
enough to win an ordinary bumper.

Bella Bliss
John McConnell
Fourth, 2m bumper, Galway, July 28
The second of the two bumpers on
Wednesday produced a pulsating
finish between the three principals,
and not far behind in fourth was this

John McConnell-trained newcomer.
She travelled through the race like a

nice filly, just behind the leaders on
the inner. She was tapped a little for
tactical speed turning into the straight
when the three principals quickened
on, but she gradually got her act
together and stayed on to good effect.
She may well be good enough to

win a bumper, probably against
mares and ideally over 2m2f-plus,
and when she jumps a hurdle it looks
likely she will stay well, which is
reflected in her pedigree as her half-
sister Chelseas Friend won over 3m1f.

Full Aux Rois
Emmet Mullins
Fourth, 2m maiden hurdle, Galway,
July 30
This French-bred gelding had three
runs in France and one nondescript
run in a Gowran beginners’ chase
before joining Emmet Mullins and
ran a nice race on his stable debut in
a competitive maiden hurdle at
Galway last Friday.
Settled off the pace, he was never

able to get into contention and at the
second-last he did not really look to
be going anywhere, but when his
rider was able to switch him towards
the inner in the straight, he began to
run on and didn’t have the kitchen
sink thrown at him in finishing a
staying-on fourth, beaten just over
seven lengths. This was despite his
rider reporting that he had hung left
throughout the race.
There is plenty of improvement in

him and it would be disappointing if
he could not win a maiden hurdle.

DARK
HORSES

RATINGS RISERS
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YESTERDAY AT LEOPARDSTOWN

‘Deadly’ Honeysuckle extends her unbeaten
r i h in in emphatic fashion

Perfect ten

Mullins hails ‘tremendous staying performance’
from new Ballymore Hurdle favourite Gaillard

THE jury can stand down. The
case being brought against
Honeysuckle for not achieving
enough to warrant superstar
status was settled once and for
all in the Chanelle Pharma
Irish Champion Hurdle as she
prov ided a v i ta l p iece of
evidence which declared the
case null and void.
These two days at Leopards-

town are jump racing’s version
of Ireland’s Got Talent and
Honey suck l e s co red the
perfect ten, an audition so
good it earned her the golden
b u z z e r s t r a i g h t t o t h e
Champion Hurdle next month.
She is now disputing favour-
itism with Epatante at around
9-4 and rightly so.
The Cheltenham chat can

wait, first we need to give her
second Irish Champion Hurdle
win the words it warrants.
This was a Honeysuckle we

had never seen before ; a
s l icker, sharper, speedier
version to the one who scraped
home in the Hatton’s Grace at
Fairyhouse in November. That
was workmanlike, this was
wonderful.
There are not too many

positives to be taken out of
empty enclosures and eerie
silences in this modern Covid
world of racing behind closed
doors, but being able to hear
the first thing a jockey says to a
trainer after disembarking is
most certainly one.
“That’s the sharpest she’s

THE first stage of the Tour de
Willie Mullins was won by
Gaillard Du Mesnil, with Paul
Townend in the yellow jersey of
Joe andMarie Donnelly, and so
impressive was his sprint finish
that Paddy Power promoted
him to 100-30 favourite for the
Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle at
the Cheltenham Festival.
I t was exact ly the s tar t

Ireland’s champion trainer
would have craved and taking
the Nathaniel Lacy & Partners
Solicitors Novice Hurdle set the
tone for the afternoon as
Mullins and Townend rattled
off a Grade 1 hat-trick.
It was only in the final stride

ever been, Henry. She was so
sharp the whole way,” reported
Blackmore to the winning
trainer.
There have been times when

Honeysuckle has looked a little
slow. Just two of her previous
nine victories coming here had
been over the minimum trip so
the main concern going into
this was that she would be
tapped for toe.
No t o n l y d i d t h a t n o t

happen, but the pace she
showed leav ing the back
straight got speedy types like
Sharjah, Saint Roi and Abaca-
dabras out of their comfort

Chanelle Pharma
Irish Champion
Hurdle
1 Honeysuckle 10-11f
2 Abacadabras 10-1
3 Sharjah 100-30
Owner Kenny Alexander
Trainer Henry de Bromhead
Jockey Rachael Blackmore
Breeder Dr GW Guy
Groom Colman Comerford
Distances 10l, 9l

Nathaniel Lacy &
Partners Solicitors
Novice Hurdle
1 Gaillard Du Mesnil 13-8f
2 Gentlemansgame 12-1
3 Stattler 7-1
Owner Joe & Marie Donnelly
Trainer Willie Mullins
Jockey Paul Townend
Breeder SCEA Ecurie Cerdeval
Groom David Porter
Distances 5l, shd

By David Jennings

By David
Jennings

run with repeat win

Honeysuckle and Rachael Blackmore are in no danger as they jump the last to win a second Irish Champion Hurdle yesterday

PATRICK McCANN (RACINGPOST.COM/PHOTOS)
So, then, we can’t put the

Chel tenham chat o f f any
longer, Henry.
“We’ll enjoy today. We’ve

won an Irish Champion Hurdle
which is amazing and we need
to appreciate that first,” he
replied.
“I’ll have to speak to [owners]

Kenny [Alexander] and Peter
[Molony], but you’d have to feel
that we’d be leaning towards
the Champion Hurdle after
what she did out there. On
ratings it would have been her
b e s t p e r f o rman c e . T h e
Hatton’s Grace last season was
pretty good as well. She’s put in
a few real good ones, but that
has to be up there.
“I’m very lucky that she’s

normally on her game, but I felt
I’d left her a little bit short for
Fairyhouse in December and
we didn’t want to do that again
here.”
Abacadabras, who won the

Mo rg i ana i n Novembe r,
showed more spark here than
he did over Christmas where
he was later found to have
mucus in his lungs. He was the
only one able to go af ter
Honeysuckle from the second-
last but, alas, it was all in vain.
The Mullins representatives

all underperformed, opening
the door for something else to
hog the headlines for once.
Honeysuckle and Blackmore
didn’t need to be asked twice to
enter.
The scepticism can stop.

Honeysuckle is a superstar.
There is not a jury in the land
who would disagree.

zone and at a much earlier
stage than they are used to.
This was over long before

they got to the final flight and
the run-in was a glorified lap of
honour for the wonder women
of Irish racing.
Blackmore elaborated on the

dazzling display, saying: “She
was just deadly and Henry has
just done an unbelievable job
with her. She was a lot sharper
today than she was the last day.
She was class. She’s got plenty
of pace and you do whatever
you want with her now.
“Today she was taking me

there as opposed to me forcing

her there. That’s every jockey’s
dream when you can just sit
against them and they are
jump ing f rom hu rd l e t o
hurdle.”
For De Bromhead, the self-

confessed pessimist, the over-
riding feeling afterwards was
one of relief.
We have been throwing

bouquets at Honeysuckle and
Blackmore for years now, but
the man masterminding this
incredible journey deserves to
be showered with superlatives
too. For any trainer to get any
horse to win ten races in a row
is remarkable, but the last five

of these have been Grade 1s so
it is just downright ridiculous.
“There is a lot of relief after

that and I don’t feel as sick as I
did ten minutes ago,” admitted
De Bromhead afterwards.
“She was brilliant. It was

what we hoped she’d do and
she did it. Rachael was brilliant
on her and she’s just class. It’s
lovely the way she picked up.
She’s not slow either, and you
could see the speed of her
there. She jumped great and
she just let her fiddle the last.
I’m very lucky to have Rachael.
She’s just brilliant to have on
the team.”

t h a t G e n t l e m a n s g a m e
deprived Mullins of a 1-2 in the
op en i n g G rad e 1 o f t h e
weekend as the pacesetting
Stattler had to settle for third.
“That was a tremendous

staying performance,” said
Mullins afterwards, agreeing
the winner had the Ballymore
written all over him.
He said: “I thought he was

very keen with Paul and had to
sit further back than I was
hoping he might. That left him
a lot to do but he made it up
nicely, which shows he has a
fair engine.”
Townend sat quiet on the

13-8 favourite throughout,

t racking Stat t ler into the
straight before powering away
after the last for an emphatic
five-length win.
The reaction of bookmakers

in making Gaillard Du Mesnil
shorter than Bravemansgame
and Bob Olinger was under-
standable and Townend was
glowing in his praise for the
exciting youngster.
The winning rider said: “He

went through the race very
easy and I was able to take the
gaps when I wanted.
“He had to be tough to

go through with it. He pulled
away nicely, it’s what you’d
like to see a horse dowhen they

have the potential he does.
“We chanced him with the

hood, i t ’s not that he’s a
runaway or anything, I just
didn’t want to use up any
energy early on in the race.”
He added: “That was just the

start we were hoping for so
hopefully we can keep it going.”
Keep it going they did, with

Chacun Pour Soi and Ener-
gumene winning the next two
Grade 1s to give Townend and
Mullins the perfect start to the
weekend.
Mullins also revealed the

Albert Bartlett would be where
you will see Stattler next, espe-
cially since his owner Ronnie

Bartlett sponsors the race.
The champion trainer said:

“Stattler was very good and
Danny [Mullins] gave him a
well-judged ride from the front.
That puts him in line for the
Alber t Bar t le t t so maybe
Ronnie can win some of his
ownmoney back.”
The sponsor’s bonus for this

top-level event means the
stable staff in the Mullins yard
will earn a €50,000 bonus
should Gaillard Du Mesnil go
on to win any race at the Chel-
tenham Festival and, on this
evidence, they could be cele-
brating in style comeMarch.
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I
T WAS, of course, tongue in
cheek but there were some
home truths in there too.
“Sadly, Sir Anthony,

somebody some day is going
to ride more winners than you.
Maybe that’s why you’re happy
Richard Johnson retired. And,
somebody some day will ride more
winners than me at Cheltenham.
That is what happens in life. Time
moves on.”
During a tetchy opening exchange

to ITV’s coverage at Aintree on
Thursday, Ruby Walsh was reacting
to AP McCoy ridiculing the
suggestion that Tiger Roll should
ever be compared to Red Rum.
“No disrespect to Tiger Roll,”

McCoy said, before disrespecting
Tiger Roll. “He’s a brilliant horse,
but to be compared to Red Rum. Are
you joking? Red Rum went around
in five Grand Nationals. He won
three and was second twice when
you couldn’t even get around in the
Grand National.
“It would be good for the race for

him to be in it, but for him to win it
and be compared to Red Rum, I
don’t think it would be fair. It’s not
Tiger Roll’s fault, but it’s a
completely different challenge from
what it was ten years ago. And,
certainly a completely different
challenge to 40 years ago when Red
Rum was running. It would have
been nice to see him here, but
would I have liked to have seen him
winning it? Not really.”
McCoy seems to be stuck in the

past. He still wants to be the best
jockey of all time. Walsh wants to be
the best racing pundit of all time. He
has moved on. That is the big
difference between the pair in their
post-riding arena.
McCoy was harking back to Red

Rum, while Walsh was providing
some current context on Tiger Roll.
“Tiger Roll could have been here

[in the Grand National],” Walsh said.

DAVID JENNINGS
The Sunday
column

INGS

McCoy vWalsh: the
mismatch between
ITV’s two star signings

May the month
for Henderson
to blood youth

“All Gigginstown had to do was run
him in the Irish Gold Cup on the
seventh of February. The
handicapper would have had a
chance to reassess him before the
weights were issued on the 12th and
they might have got what they
consider to be a fair crack of the
whip. It was in their hands. They
chose to run him in the Boyne
Hurdle on the 21st of February
instead. There is no point crying
over milk that has been spilt.”
It goes without saying McCoy was

a wonderful jockey, but he is not yet
a wonderful pundit. To be a
wonderful jockey he had to work
hard and to be a wonderful pundit
he is going to have to work hard too.
It was never a natural fit for him.
In the immediate aftermath of the

Aintree Hurdle, McCoy said of Jason
The Militant’s exit: “I think Rachael
Blackmore will be wat
tonight and saying to
herself that she would
mind another go at
riding him. It looked

like she kind of fell off him a little
bit.” He went on to compare it to
being in a car and jamming on the
brakes.
Walsh analysed the same incident

a few minutes later. “When we pick
it up from the overhead, look at her
left leg. Watch as he jinks, the horse
goes right and her body weight goes
left. Everything is outside her knee.
She’s sitting in mid-air and she’s lost
her balance. There is not a jockey
with a licence who wouldn’t be
angry with themselves after that
happening to you, but when a horse
jinks and your body weight goes
outside your leg, you have no way of
staying on.”
Even more intriguing was Walsh’s

analysis on the climax of the contest,
explaining how the riderless Jason
The Militant turned from foe to
friend for Jack Kennedy up the

h ight and allowed
dabras to have

mething to aim at. He
ut us in Jack’s seat.
Walsh, you see, has

a vision. He wants
acing punditry to
evolve. He wants to
ut us in the saddle,
see what he saw in
es.
ople only want to
t to back in the next

race and what’s going to win. I want
to change that,” he told me in an
interview back in February.
“I want to explain tactics. Explain

how horses jump and the way
horses are ridden so that more
people can understand what’s
happening during a race. I want to
enhance their interest in the sport,
not just in gambling, but in what
they’re actually watching.”
You get the impression Walsh

enjoys his new job a lot more than
McCoy does. He wants to be there;
he wants to make his voice heard; he
wants to make a difference. That
passion translates to our television
screens. He is operating at a level
above and beyond anything that has
been done before.
McCoy spent his previous career

doing something similar. Whether
he wants to do the same with his
new one only time will tell.

Excited to see La Barrosa
back in action
You might find yourself in a bit of a
tizzy this week as Britain’s home of
Flat racing and home of jump racing
dovetail deliciously on the same
afternoons. Confusing but
captivating at the same time.
The Craven meeting at

Newmarket clashes with some
quality end-of-season National Hunt
stuff at Cheltenham and the horse I
ammost excited about seeing is La
Barrosa.
He is entered in both the Free

Handicap on Wednesday and the
Craven on Thursday and I’ll be on
him no matter where he turns up.
There was plenty to like about the

way he got the job done in an Ascot
maiden on debut and, when he got
himself out of trouble to win in the
Group 3 Tattersalls Stakes he
instantly struck me as a Classic
contender.
You can surely put a line through

his tame effort in the Criterium
International at Saint-Cloud on
bottomless ground, and expect him
to start his campaign with a bang for
Charlie Appleby and Godolphin.

‘You get the
impression
Walsh enjoys
his new job a
lot more than
McCoy does’

A
FOOTNOTE of the
Cheltenham Festival was
the lack of runners Nicky
Henderson had in the
novice hurdles, which

numbered the same as me; zero.
“Typical Henderson”, the doubters

might have grunted, “didn’t wanna
run ‘em.”
A case for the defence may be

found rewinding the clock 12 months
to when Britain and its sport were in
full lockdown and a host of babies at
Seven Barrows were being sent away
for early summer holidays.
Did that matter? They had all of the

core jumps season to prep for March,
after all.
Henderson said it was a “blessing

in disguise” dual bumper winner
Doddiethegreat – weak last spring –
did not run, but what if he could
have?
Get some crucial experience in a

low-key bumper – perhaps even win
it – and then return for hurdling in the
autumn, and, given the promise
Doddiethegreat has shown, maybe
Kenny Alexander might have had
another festival contender on his
hands and the stable a Supreme or
Ballymore representative.
Firestep, I AmMaximus, Mot A Mot

and No Ordinary Joe were among
others in that boat and it will be
interesting to see what the spring
brings for Henderson.
He has won minor races in May

with Vyta Du Roc and Ok Corral in
recent years before they went on to
make the frame in Cheltenham
novice hurdles the following
March.
The educational benefit of winning

maiden and novice hurdles in May
2018 was not lost on Champ, while a
certain Altior made a successful
debut in that month four years earlier.
We all know howmany youngsters

the six-time champion trainer was
able to field last May.
In the four Mays before Covid-19,

Henderson posted healthy strike-
rates of 30, 39, 26 and 31 per cent and
while many of his senior string will
enjoy bouncing off the spring ground,
closer inspection reveals how he uses
the month with inexperienced
horses.
Since 1988, the 70-year-old has won

233 races in May and 178 of those
were in maiden, novice, beginner and
bumper events.
He was chuffed pricey point-to-

point recruit Jonbon was able to enjoy
a run in a Newbury bumper two
weeks ago before his summer break –
something the class of last term never
had the chance to do.
It has not been the smoothest of

campaigns for the Lambourn icon,
but the force may be with him again
soon.
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Letters to the editor Email editor@racingpost.com

Back ourman Brian, the
champion of the north
I HAVE composed a short poem about
Brian Hughes, the champion jockey,
and his battle to regain his crown.
I know a lad called Brian, he is a
northern lad
Came over from olde Ireland of that
I’m oh so glad
When he was just a boy
He wanted to be like the great
AP McCoy

He’s grafted very steadily in his own
calm and studious way
His time not being frivolous or spent at
any play
Till finally his dreams came true
But alas no horns or trumpets blew
Twas the year of Covid and the racing
was askew
The golden crown was won and
Brian’s full of glee
But the crowds were missing, oh deary,
deary me
But now the year is drawing to its end

And danger lurks around every
bend
The crown is there to be won or lost
And at such a cost
The north and south divide is for real
So don’t listen to their spiel
I urge this from my open mouth
Don’t let this crown leave north for
south
To all of those who can
I beg you please to back this epic
northern man.

Carol Atkinson
Barnard Castle, County Durham

Hewas a true rock
I SWITCHED on the TV to watch
Aintree on Friday when I saw the
news of Pr ince Phi l ip’s death.
Who won the next race became
unimportant.
I have loved the Queen all my life.

She and Philip have been rocks for the
nation. I and racing, which the Queen
loves so much, are grieving for her at
this sad time.

Mary Gliddon
Beaworthy, Devon
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